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possible to remember anything that has ever happened to us.
Practically, however, it is only in favourable circumstances that
the after-effects are sufficiently strong and well organized to
determine a memory experience.
The main causes c^ailure^tp^^ecalL are lapse ofjimejind
lack of interest! Tnat these factors act independently, how-
ever, is prove3 by the fact that intensely interesting events can
be vividly remembered long after they have happened. The
time factor operates when interest and meaning are at a
minimum, as in the case of nonsense-syllables. It is well, too,
to remember the Freudian principle ofjactiv^j'o^ge^tingj,.
Here it is not^ack of interest AaLprevents recall, but tqojnucjL,.
pf^it.^We tend to"repress dispositions which, if allowed to
ctetennine a memory, would bring a conflict to the level of
awareness.
The rate of forgetting due to lapse of time was first investi-
gated by Ebbinghaus in 1885. Memorizing lists of nonsense-
•syllables and relearning them at various intervals, he was able,
by the saving method, to calculate the amounts forgotten. He
found that after twenty minutes 58 per cent, is remembered;
after one hour, 44 per cent.; after nine hours, 36 per cent.;
after one day, 34 per cent.; after two days, 28 per cent.; after
six days, 25 per cent.; and after thirty days, 21 per cent. Thus
forgetting is most rapid immediately after learning. After a
lapse of thirty days one-fifth is still retained; and it is probable
that there is permanent retention of an appreciable fraction
which will, at any time, facilitate the relearning of the series.
If similar conclusions apply to the learning of intelligible^
Tsmteria3~we must conclude that revision of anything that has'
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to be memorized is earned out most economically soon after
thejearning.
Other investigators have obtained similar results. The curve
of retention falls rapidly at first, then gradually gets flat, never
quite reaching the time axis. One,1 however, found with
nonsense-syllables that jwhile after, six .hours 47 per cent, was
-SdS^ed, ^tojDne^andj^
68 per cent, and 61 per cent.    Why should the further lapse of
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